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Talking Neolithic: Linguistic and Archaeological Perspectives on How Indo-European Was Implemented in Southern Scandinavia

RUNE IVERSEN AND GUUS KROONEN

In this article, we approach the Neolithization of southern Scandinavia from an archaeo-linguistic perspective. Farming arrived in Scandinavia with the Funnel Beaker culture by the turn of the fourth millennium B.C.E. It was superseded by the Single Grave culture, which as part of the Corded Ware horizon is a likely vector for the introduction of Indo-European speech. As a result of this introduction, the language spoken by individuals from the Funnel Beaker culture went extinct long before the beginning of the historical record, apparently vanishing without a trace. However, the Indo-European dialect that ultimately developed into Proto-Germanic can be shown to have adopted terminology from a non-Indo-European language, including names for local flora and fauna and important plant domesticates. We argue that the coexistence of the Funnel Beaker culture and the Single Grave culture in the first quarter of the third millennium B.C.E. offers an attractive scenario for the required cultural and linguistic exchange, which we hypothesize took place between incoming speakers of Indo-European and local descendants of Scandinavia’s earliest farmers.1

INTRODUCTION

Language is an important part of human self-perception and a creator of identity among human groups through time, and, as such, language is an important factor in understanding cultural change in prehistory. Around 4000 B.C.E., large parts of northern Europe saw the introduction of Neolithic life represented by the appearance of domesticated animals and crops as well as polished flint and stone tools and new pottery forms such as funnel beakers (figs. 1, 2). In southern Scandinavia, the Neolithic roughly covers the fourth and third millennia B.C.E., corresponding to the period ca. 4000–2000 B.C.E. or 4000–1700 B.C.E. depending on whether the final Late Neolithic, Late Neolithic II (ca. 2000–1700 B.C.E.), is considered part of the Neolithic or the earliest Bronze Age.2 The fourth millennium B.C.E. appears as a highly progressive and productive period in which we see the construction of a wide range of monuments (including the building of tens of thousands of megalithic tombs), a rich deposition practice, elaborate pottery styles, an expanding settlement pattern, and woodland clearance. Despite the evidence of a rich and ritually complex epoch, the fourth millennium B.C.E. was in cultural terms rather homogeneous and predominantly occupied by the Funnel Beaker culture. However, northern Europe is a region that saw profound cultural changes in the early third millennium B.C.E. In southern Scandinavia, the end of the Funnel Beaker culture overlapped with the emergence of Sub-Neolithic

1 Figures are our own unless otherwise noted.
2 For a detailed discussion on this matter, see Iversen 2015, 29–31.
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Pitted Ware influences that reached the northern and eastern coastal areas of present-day Denmark from the Scandinavian Peninsula. From ca. 2850 B.C.E., early Corded Ware (Single Grave) societies appeared on the Jutland Peninsula and introduced among other things new burial customs, pottery shapes, amber ornaments, and new types of stone battle-axes (fig. 3).

The third millennium B.C.E. was a period of great material and cultural change, and language cannot be ignored as a factor when considering these changes. Instead, language is to be regarded as an integral part of them. Through its vocabulary, language is the medium for the transmission of new ideas, and it thus accumulates evidence for cultural change through the ages. This article combines the linguistic and archaeological evidence for innovations in subsistence strategies and material culture in the third millennium B.C.E. into a unified scenario. The aim is to determine when the speakers of the Indo-European dialect that later evolved into Proto-Germanic became established in northern Europe and southern Scandinavia. We envisage a scenario in which these speakers, having arrived in central and western Jutland together with Corded Ware cultural features, became integrated into and


FIG. 2. Funnel Beaker stone battle-axes, so-called double-edged battle-axes, Middle Neolithic types (R. Fortuna and K. Ursem; courtesy National Museum of Denmark/CC-BY-SA).
influenced by late Funnel Beaker culture groups, who according to our data spoke an unknown language that would become extinct before the start of the historical record. This extinct language, which we shall henceforth refer to as “Early European Neolithic,” is the likely donor of an etymologically obscure set of Germanic terms for local flora and fauna and important plant domesticates that were absent in the parent language, Proto-Indo-European.

THE INDO-EUROPEAN LANGUAGES AND THEIR PREHISTORY

With the exception of Basque, Finnish, Estonian, and Hungarian, the modern linguistic landscape of Europe is almost entirely shaped by a single language family: Indo-European. This surprising linguistic unity is likely the result of a prehistoric cultural expansion that caused the extinction of many of the previously spoken languages. By the dawn of history we see a patchwork of Indo-European subdialects: Germanic, Celtic, Italic, Baltic, Slavic, Albanian, Armenian, and Greek (fig. 4). The modern European languages, such as Italian, German, Lithuanian, and Swedish, not to mention the highly globalized English, French, Spanish, and Russian, all evolved from these dialects. In Southwest Asia, too, Indo-European gave rise to large linguistic subgroups—that is, Indic and Iranian, whose oldest known relatives are Sanskrit, Avestan, and Old Persian. Some of the descendants of these languages, including Hindi, Urdu, Pashto, Farsi, and Kurdish, are now dominant in India, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Iran.

THE INDO-EUROPEAN HOMELAND QUESTION: THE ANATOLIAN HYPOTHESIS VS. THE STEPPE HYPOTHESIS

The dominance of the Indo-European languages in Europe is a striking fact of history and immediately raises the question of how an entire continent could have become “Indo-Europeanized” in an age without mass communication. The magnitude of the shift implies the incursion of a profound prehistoric event. The origin of the European languages, unsurprisingly, has been and continues to be a matter of intense academic debate. Though a plethora of theories on the origin of the Indo-European languages have been formulated, there are currently only two prehistoric events that, in

\[\text{FIG. 3. Early Single Grave culture assemblage: cord-ornamented beaker, two perforated amber disks, and a stone battle-axe from a burial mound at Møbjerggårde, southeastern Jutland (R. Fortuna and K. Ursem; courtesy National Museum of Denmark/CC-BY-SA).}\]

the present academic debate, are considered plausible vectors for the dispersal of Indo-European speech: the Neolithization process (the Anatolian hypothesis) and the somewhat later migration from the Pontic-Caspian steppe into central Europe (the steppe hypothesis).

Archaeologist Colin Renfrew has argued that the Indo-European language spread together with agriculture from Anatolia.\(^3\) Certainly, the rise and spread of agricultural techniques marked a key turning point in the history of human society and had an enormous economic, societal, and possibly also linguistic impact. As it is put by the archaeologist T. Douglas Price, “farming changed everything.”\(^5\) For much of human prehistory, hunting and gathering were the sole subsistence strategies. Small mobile groups, inhabiting large stretches of land, exploited large varieties of food sources whose availability shifted with the terrain and the seasons. These strategies changed radically when, in the 10th millennium B.C.E., inhabitants of the Fertile Crescent started adapting their habitat to the benefit of those plants and animals that constituted their diet.


\(^2\) Renfrew 1987.

\(^3\) Price 2013, 124.
The first eight crops to be domesticated, the so-called founder crops, comprised four pulses (peas, chickpeas, lentils, and bitter vetch), three cereals (emmer wheat, einkorn wheat, and barley), and the fiber plant flax. Around the same time, wild animals were tamed and kept in flocks. Goats were probably domesticated first, then sheep, pigs, and cattle. The importance of the domestication of plants and animals, though revolutionary itself, does not lie primarily in the acquisition of new food strategies but rather in the subsequent effects domestication had on societal structure. The first monumental buildings appeared. Land use was intensified; the available amount of food increased; and as population density soared societal structures became more complex. Pottery was introduced for cooking, for containing liquids, and for storage. By 7000 B.C.E., a completely new, Neolithic way of life had taken shape, one that soon after expanded into originally hunter-gatherer territories in Europe.

Obviously, the transition from a hunter-gatherer to a farming lifestyle may have had important linguistic repercussions, favoring the language of expanding agrarian communities over those of others. Based on various case studies it has indeed been established that farming populations are a common vector for the spread of languages worldwide. Also, while archaeologists have debated for more than a century whether the Neolithic expansion was driven purely by the adoption of new ideas (cultural diffusion) or by the arrival of actual farmers (demic diffusion), recent advances in archaeogenetics clearly favor a scenario in which agricultural techniques were introduced to local hunter-gatherer populations by immigrating groups of farming pioneers. Given the relative cultural and genetic homogeneity of these immigrating groups, it is indeed plausible that they spoke a single language or at least a set of closely related dialects of a single language family, which theoretically could have been Indo-European. In recent years, experimental lexicostatistic methods developed within linguistics have been used to estimate the original date and location of the Indo-European

---

Fig. 4. The historical locations of the Indo-European languages in western Eurasia (not on this map: the extinct branches Anatolian and Tocharian). The parentheses indicate non-Indo-European languages.


proto-language with the help of lexical evidence. The results of some of those studies were indeed compatible with the Anatolian hypothesis.\(^8\)

Most Indo-Europeans, however, have arrived at a different conclusion. Ever since the discovery of the Indo-European language family, they have worked to identify related words, or cognates, across the daughter languages. When a word occurs in two or more branches, it may have been inherited from the Proto-Indo-European parent. As a rule, the likelihood of a word being of Proto-Indo-European origin increases with the number of descendant languages in which it occurs. In addition, the likelihood increases with the spatial difference between two daughter languages. If, for instance, a word occurs in Indic and Germanic, it is more likely to be Indo-European than when it occurs only in Celtic and Germanic, as the geographic vicinity of the latter two branches heightens the probability of mutual borrowing or borrowing from a local third language. By painstakingly comparing the lexical similarities found in the different Indo-European branches, historical linguists have been able to reconstruct parts of the original Indo-European language vocabulary in considerable detail.\(^9\)

The reconstructed lexicon provides important clues to the material culture and subsistence strategies of the Indo-Europeans, because when a specific word can be reconstructed this implies that the speakers were familiar with the concept referred to by this word. With the help of this so-called paleolinguistic method, the culture of the speakers of Proto-Indo-European could be approximated in both space and time. Since the help of this so-called paleolinguistic method, the culture of the speakers of Proto-Indo-European can be approximated in both space and time. Since the coincidence of several technological innovations, including the invention of the wheel, the adoption of domesticated horses, and the introduction of dairy and wool production in this area, may have given the speakers of Indo-European a significant economic advantage over other cultural groups. Increased mobility certainly allowed for the establishment of long-distance networks through which Indo-European could have easily spread.\(^10\)

The Yamnaya pastoral-nomadic lifestyle also explains the relative paucity of Indo-European vocabulary for crops and land cultivation, which have proven to be far more difficult to reconstruct. While such terms are not completely absent (cf. *ieu- “unspecified cereal”; *ses(h1)- “[unspecified] cereal”; *grh1- “grain, kernel”; *h1rH1- “to plow”; *kokoH2- “[forked] branch, plow”), names for key founder crops such as flax and the primary legumes (lentils, peas, and chickpeas) typically cannot be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European because the different Indo-European dialects use dissimilar and unrelated terms, terms that are typically also limited to specific regions in Europe or Asia. Such regional words have pervaded the literature on Indo-European linguistics, along with references to their problematic origins.\(^11\)

The Indo-Europeans almost certainly had some knowledge of agricultural practices, in other words, probably through trade with the farming communities to the west of the Dnieper or the North Caucasus, but they possessed nowhere near the full crop assemblage that spread from the Fertile Crescent during the earliest phase of the Neolithicization. From the linguistic perspective, the idea that the Indo-European languages could have spread from Anatolia along

\(^8\) Bouckaert et al. 2012; Haak et al. 2015.
\(^9\) Cf. Mallory and Adams 2006; Clackson 2007; Fortson 2010; Beekes and de Vaan 2011.
with agriculture, as has been previously claimed,\textsuperscript{17} is therefore problematic.

**NON-INDO-EUROPEAN LOANWORDS IN PROTO-GERMANIC**

Though Europe’s first farmers probably did not speak Proto-Indo-European, their language may have

different idiom."Germanic, in other words, may have emerged out of a process whereby speakers of an Indo-European dialect absorbed "populations speaking non-Indo-European languages into the newly formed speech communities." Whether "[t]he process of Indo-Europeanization . . . must be understood as a military victory in terms of successfully imposing a new administrative system, language, and religion on the indigenous groups" is a matter of speculation, but the fact is that, though the Indo-European dialect that ultimately evolved into Germanic became the dominant language in southern Scandinavia, it is extremely improbable that it was not influenced at all by the linguistic groups that previously covered the area.

The question thus arises whether we can make a linguistic statement about the nature and origin of those languages despite the fact that they went extinct long before the beginning of the historical record. There is, in fact, a linguistic technique that allows us to do so.21 Historical linguists have reached a comprehensive understanding of, first, what sounds could occur in Proto-Indo-European words and, second, how these sounds evolved in the daughter languages. But, while words inherited from the parent language generally conform to the established sound changes, both modern and prehistoric loanwords typically disrupt the matrix of regular sound correspondences and can thus be detected even when the source language is lost. By systematically applying this technique to the Germanic lexicon, and particularly to those words that do not have cognates in the non-European branches Anatolian, Tocharian, and Indo-Iranian, some general conclusions can be drawn about the linguistic and cultural landscape that existed in Europe prior to the arrival of the Indo-Europeans. One of the striking features of the lexical layer surviving from this landscape is that it contains a cluster of words belonging to the sphere of agriculture (see table 1).

On the basis of this clustering, it seems safe to claim that the language that donated the words for crops to the Indo-European dialect that later developed into Germanic was spoken by a culture whose subsistence strategy was more pervasively agricultural than that of the predominantly pastoral Indo-Europeans. When Indo-European speakers encountered farmers living in southern Scandinavia, the latter were apparently familiar with a more well-developed crop assemblage. Words related to farming practices as well as other local terminology were therefore naturally adopted by the Indo-European dialect that later surfaced as the Germanic subgroup.22 The hypothesis that we therefore entertain here is that the donor language, which went extinct long before the beginning of the historical record but apparently not before the introduction of Indo-European speech, was the language of Scandinavia’s first farmers.23

Additional evidence that this Neolithic language was introduced by farming pioneers migrating in a south–north direction can be collected from the other Indo-European dialects in Europe—that is, Balto-Slavic, Italo-Celtic, Armenian, and Greek. Like Germanic, these dialects can also be shown to contain non-European lexical layers. Though much work still remains to be done, these layers contain lexical material carrying a Neolithic signature comparable to that found in Germanic. This signature primarily consists of the same non-Indo-European words occurring across the Indo-European dialects of Europe, but there is also accumulating evidence for the prevalence of recurrent non-Indo-European derivational patterns. The non-Indo-European words outlined in table 2 all exhibit the same alternation consisting of forms with and without word-initial *a*- in all likelihood, this was a productive derivational element—that is, a prefix—in the language from which these words were borrowed.24

Though recurrent patterns such as these do not (yet) allow us to establish an exact genetic affiliation of the language that served as the donor of these words, they provide evidence that Europe prior to its Indo-Europeanization was at least partially covered by a linguistically uniform continuum that consisted of a language or group of related languages stretching from the Mediterranean in the south to Scandinavia in the north (fig. 5). The existence of this continuum is based on three primary considerations: (1) a large geographic distribution of this Neolithic layer; (2) a clustering of agricultural terms; (3) a close archaeological window for contact between farmers and Indo-European speakers in Denmark. The continuum thus

21Jones 1788; Roberge 2010, 407; Kroonen 2012b, 240.
22Polomé 1989, 54.
23Rifkin 2007, 57.
potentially matches the spread of agriculture from the eastern Mediterranean to Scandinavia between the eighth and fourth millennia B.C.E. The linguistic evidence, in other words, supports recent findings from archaeogenetics that the Neolithization process was indeed coupled not only with the influx of new ideas and genes but also with the introduction of a specific language. This language, however, was not Proto-Indo-European; it was rather an unknown, entirely unrelated language, here referred to as Early European Neolithic.

CULTURAL AND LINGUISTIC DIVERSITY IN LATER NEOLITHIC SOUTHERN SCANDINAVIA

From the linguistic evidence presented above we have learned (1) the first farming communities in northern Europe probably spoke a non-Indo-European language; (2) this Early European Neolithic language contained a layer of agricultural vocabulary that was shared with other early Neolithic communities across Europe; (3) the language may have spread across Europe together with Neolithic life, which besides economic aspects such as agriculture, animal husbandry, and pastoralism included shared technologies such as pottery making and the use of polished flint and stone tools; and (4) Proto-Indo-European, the ancestor of Pre-Germanic, was introduced at a time when the Early European Neolithic language was still in use.

How can these linguistic facts be matched with the archaeological evidence? If we are to explain the adoption of old agricultural words originating in a lost Neolithic language by an Indo-European dialect, we must expect a certain chronological overlap between the speakers of these two languages. Many linguistic specialists agree that Proto-Indo-European arose during the period ca. 4500–3500 B.C.E., after which it started breaking up and finally dissolved.
What we are therefore looking for is a period within the maximum time span of ca. 4500–2500 B.C.E. in which the cultural milieu allowed for the adoption of old agricultural words into the future European branches of the Indo-European language family, particularly Germanic. One scenario could be that the intermixture of agricultural words into Proto-Indo-European happened during the formation process of the earliest Corded Ware societies. The Corded Ware phenomenon probably developed from late southeast Polish Funnel Beaker and neighboring populations, including migrating Yamnaya groups, as strongly indicated by recent ancient DNA (aDNA) studies. These studies show substantial genetic influx from the Pontic-Caspian steppe into eastern-central Europe at the very beginning of the third millennium B.C.E., at the time when early Corded Ware groups evolved. Thus it is very likely that migrating Yamnaya people played a key role in the formation of the Corded Ware phenomenon. Though some of the agricultural words may have been adopted in this process, we think the archaeological record of early third-millennium B.C.E. Scandinavia provides a particularly apt setting for the given linguistic scenario. The beginning of the Neolithic in Scandinavia is defined by the presence of domesticated crops and the occurrence of the Funnel Beaker culture ca. 4000 B.C.E. (cf. figs. 1, 2). This remained the sole archaeological culture throughout the fourth millennium B.C.E. From ca. 3000 B.C.E., we see significant changes in the material culture, including new types of pottery, battle-axes, and arrowheads, as well as changes in settlement patterns, subsistence economic practices, and burial customs. These changes are generally related to the appearance of new Middle Neolithic “cultures” including the Pitted Ware culture, the Single Grave culture (cf. fig. 3), and the Swedish-Norwegian Battle-Axe culture. The two last-mentioned groups belong to the larger Corded Ware complex, which is widely regarded as a likely vector of Indo-European speech. Thus, it is tempting to see the introduction of Indo-European as a part of the material and cultural changes associated with the rise of the Single Grave culture in an area that was previously dominated by the Funnel Beaker culture.

**The Single Grave Culture**

The emergence of Corded Ware communities in southern Scandinavia started ca. 2850 B.C.E. and covered a restricted area of the central and western Jutland Peninsula (fig. 6). From the very beginning we see a fully developed Corded Ware idiom with interments of east–west oriented, flexed individuals covered by small burial mounds and accompanied by curved (also termed “S-profiled”) cord-decorated beakers and new types of stone battle-axes as well as amber ornaments (see fig. 3).

Unfortunately, very few graves contain preserved human bones suitable for isotopic or aDNA analyses that could help decide whether the buried individuals were migrants, as advocated by Glob and Kristiansen, or rather indigenous Funnel Beaker people who had adopted a new culture and ideology. Only the contours of the body are preserved in the sandy lime-deficient soils of central and western Jutland.

However, detailed studies of two superimposed early Single Grave culture burials from Refshøjgaard,
eastern Jutland, show Funnel Beaker elements mixed with Single Grave elements, including a Corded Ware beaker imitating those found in the area just south of the Harz in central Germany. The local Funnel Beaker traits include traces of the common practice of depositing broken pottery in connection with burials (in this case, pottery sherds were found in the mound filling and have been interpreted as deliberately deposited during the construction of the burial mound), a flint axe showing typological Funnel Beaker traits, and the geographic location of the burial mound itself. The two graves are typical Single Grave culture burials covered by a burial mound, but the location of the mound outside the early Single Grave core area in a region otherwise rich in Funnel Beaker sites contributes to the significance of the find. The Refshøjgaard burials suggest that the occurrence of the Single Grave culture on the Jutland Peninsula should be explained as a combination of local Funnel Beaker developments, geographically distant contacts, and small-scale migrations such as translocation of individuals or small groups.

Other studies of the Single Grave culture have also noted that certain stylistic pottery elements and other features deriving from central Germany can be found within the early Single Grave milieu on the Jutland Peninsula. Thus, it is very likely that the Harz area held a significant role in transmitting early Corded Ware influences, as proposed by Klassen. These influences probably originated in southeastern Poland or adjacent areas farther to the southeast, regions that have produced the earliest radiocarbon dates, ca. 3000–2900 B.C.E.

CULTURAL HETEROGENEITY AND THE CHANCE OF MUTUAL LANGUAGE INFLUENCES

At the time the Single Grave communities began, southern Scandinavia was occupied by the late Funnel

30 Klassen 2005.
31 Klassen 2005, 32–3, 45.
Beaker culture. From radiocarbon dates and stratigraphic observations of early Single Grave burial mounds overlying final phase Funnel Beaker settlements, we know that the Single Grave culture succeeded the Funnel Beaker culture in central and western Jutland ca. 2850/2800 B.C.E.\(^{35}\)

However, a revision of old and new radiocarbon dates from eastern Denmark (including eastern Jutland) shows that the final Funnel Beaker phase was rather long-lived, lasting until ca. 2600 B.C.E.\(^{36}\) From this late date onward in eastern Denmark, we see influences in the form of battle-axes and beakers of the Single Grave type. Still, these elements are very few compared with the number in central and western Jutland.\(^{37}\) Battle-axes of the Single Grave type were introduced at the expense of old Funnel Beaker types, but no increase in the number of axes can be detected as was the case in central and western Jutland, where battle-axes were part of male burials and the number increased by several hundred percent with the occurrence of the Single Grave culture.\(^{38}\)

Furthermore, it is clear that differences in burial practice separated communities living in eastern and western Denmark. While the characteristic Single Grave burials number close to 2,400 in central and western Jutland,\(^{39}\) reuse of megalithic tombs remained the predominant way of burying people in eastern Denmark. Fewer than 10 single graves have been detected on Zealand and adjacent islands.\(^{40}\) What we see is a “cultural creolization process” in which people selectively adopted, transformed, and used new Single Grave material elements in accordance with the underlying cultural norms of the Funnel Beaker culture.\(^{41}\)

The continued low frequency of stone battle-axes, the almost total rejection of the individual burials of the Single Grave culture, the continued deposition of flint axes/adzes, and the reuse of megalithic tombs clearly show the continuation of old Funnel Beaker norms even after the end of the Funnel Beaker culture ca. 2600 B.C.E. Not only was the “Funnel Beaker way” actively upheld by the reuse of megalithic tombs, it probably also constituted the underlying sociostructural backbone of the final Middle Neolithic post-Funnel Beaker societies of eastern Denmark. The old Funnel Beaker norms governed the adoption and rejection of material culture elements, including types of objects, the restricted use of battle-axes, mortuary and depositional practices, and contact networks.

Together with this cultural fusion process we might also include linguistic interaction resulting in the borrowing between two languages derived from Early European Neolithic and Proto-Indo-European. As we have argued elsewhere, Corded Ware generally offers favorable cultural contexts for linguistic contact between migrant Indo-European pastoralists and indigenous Neolithic groups,\(^{42}\) but the cultural situation in southern Scandinavia was particularly well-suited for agricultural and other loanwords to be adopted by the Indo-European dialect that ultimately developed into Proto-Germanic. In the more than 250 years (ca. 2850–2600 B.C.E.) when late Funnel Beaker farmers coexisted with the new Single Grave culture communities within a relatively small area of present-day Denmark, processes of cultural and linguistic exchange were almost inevitable—if not widespread.

Despite influences from the Single Grave culture on the societies of eastern Denmark, the Funnel Beaker tradition remained strong in the latter area. The geographic division between central/western Jutland and the east Danish islands formed a cultural border between two ideologies and social structures. The late Funnel Beaker societies were probably organized in kinship-based tribal or clan communities headed by some sort of leading figures and ritual specialists managing the complicated funeral rituals, including the use of megalithic tombs, and hosting great gatherings at causewayed and palisaded enclosures. The relatively few battle-axes that were in circulation within the Funnel Beaker culture were reserved for such tribal leaders.\(^{43}\)

A somewhat different form of social structure was in practice for the Jutland Single Grave communities. Tribal, kinship-based organization was probably a structuring principle, but the significance of the group was downscaled in relation to the importance of individual family units headed by a male member. Such

\(^{35}\) Hübner 2005, 667–68.
\(^{36}\) Iversen 2015, esp. ch. 3.
\(^{37}\) Iversen 2016.
\(^{38}\) Iversen 2015.
\(^{39}\) Hübner 2005, 60.
\(^{40}\) Iversen 2013, 23, fig. 3.
\(^{41}\) Iversen 2015.
\(^{42}\) Kristiansen et al. 2017.
\(^{43}\) Iversen 2015, esp. ch. 7.
males are found in the single graves, and they probably belonged to groups or “brotherhoods” of battle-axe-carrying males. These brotherhoods apparently had no clearly formalized hierarchization, and their members were probably more or less equal.44 In general, a certain warrior identity seems to have developed in the later European Neolithic and to have become a central element of the Bronze Age male ideal.45

The geographic division between the Single Grave and Funnel Beaker areas followed the natural landscape as shaped by the latest glacial period. The old morainic unglaciated area of central and southwestern Jutland was left as sandy outwash plains with relatively poor soils, whereas most of the remaining and glaciated Denmark (the young moraine area) comprised fertile clayish soils. These natural conditions also created opportunities for different types of subsistence economies.

Thus from ca. 2800–2600 B.C.E. onward we are dealing with two clearly distinct ecozones and land-use strategies in southern Scandinavia that correspond with two different material culture expressions: the Single Grave culture and the late Funnel Beaker culture. The cultural division of southern Scandinavia formed a rather persistent border that lasted until the emergence of the classical Nordic Bronze Age, beginning with Period II (ca. 1500 B.C.E.). During the Late Neolithic and earliest Bronze Age (ca. 2350–1500 B.C.E.), the division is seen in different contact networks and the use of different dagger types, burial customs, regionalized metalwork, and a differentiated introduction of the three-aisled longhouse.46

If we are to believe that persistent cultural borders mirror language borders,47 the introduction of an Indo-European dialect—and its subsequent development into Pre-Proto-Germanic during the centuries to follow—might have been a long process lasting from the emergence of Single Grave communities to the development of the culturally homogeneous classical Nordic Bronze Age, running ca. 2850 B.C.E. to ca. 1500 B.C.E. Within this approximately 1,350-year period, people may have spoken two different languages, with Pre-Proto-Germanic gradually becoming dominant.

In this type of culturally and presumably linguistically mixed setting, it is almost inevitable that lexical items, particularly words for agriculture and local flora and fauna, were transferred from a local Early European Neolithic language into the intrusive Indo-European dialect that later surfaced as Germanic.

This situation can perhaps be compared to the prolonged coexistence of Greeks and Minoans in the southern Aegean. Minoan was the language of the Cretan Hieroglyphic and Linear A scripts in use ca. 2000–1500 B.C.E. With the arrival of the Hellenic Mycenaean, Minoan civilization collapsed, and, from ca. 1450 B.C.E. onward, Minoan writing traditions were superseded by the Greek-based Linear B. Nevertheless, isolated pockets of Minoan speech may have lingered on for more than a millennium before finally going extinct, only temporarily resurfacing in the equally non-Greek Eteocretan inscriptions between the sixth and third centuries B.C.E. During this long period of potential cultural and linguistic interaction, there was a significant influx of non-Indo-European words into Greek.48

However, influences from the Single Grave culture and the “Corded Ware world” can be seen from the spread of battle-axes and beakers of the Single Grave type to eastern Denmark, mainly occurring after the Funnel Beaker culture had ended ca. 2600 B.C.E. Thus, we might expect not only a cultural creolization process in eastern Denmark but also a process of linguistic hybridization facilitating their cultural intertwining, in particular from 2600 B.C.E. onward. Single Grave individuals would have borrowed numerous local terms from the Early European Neolithic language, which itself came to serve as a linguistic substrate, transferring numerous of its features back into the Corded Ware superstrate as its speakers gradually shifted to a form of Indo-European. The result of this long-term process ultimately resulted in the dominance of Pre-Proto-Germanic and the extinction of the local Early European Neolithic language, but not before a detectable amount of culturally significant vocabulary was transferred from one language to the other.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on linguistic and archaeological evidence, we have attempted to create a unified scenario for how and when Indo-European was implemented in southern

48 Renfrew 1998; Beekes 2014.
Scandinavia. The archaeological situation in the third millennium B.C.E. testifies to considerable cultural diversity. Corded Ware/Single Grave communities appear on the Jutland Peninsula ca. 2850 B.C.E., but the subsistent late Funnel Beaker culture continued for several hundred years in the eastern parts of southern Scandinavia together with Sub-Neolithic Pitted Ware groups. It was not until the onset of the classical Nordic Bronze Age ca. 1500 B.C.E. that the otherwise persistent sociocultural border between the western and eastern parts of southern Scandinavia was erased.

The reconstructed linguistic prehistory of southern Scandinavia closely mirrors the known archaeological record. Indo-European speech was most likely introduced along with the Corded Ware influences. Germanic evolved out of the Indo-European dialect that was introduced at the time, but not without being influenced by an unknown Early European Neolithic language spoken by the descendants of Europe’s earliest agriculturalists. While the Corded Ware area offers a plausible context for linguistic contact between Indo-European-speaking pastoralists and local Neolithic farmers in general, the sustained cultural diversity that characterized southern Scandinavia in the early third millennium B.C.E. provides an especially propitious setting for the transfer of agricultural and other terminology from a Neolithic language to an early form of Pre-Proto-Germanic.

Needless to say, our findings have an important bearing on the debate about the Indo-European homeland. Since the linguistic facts suggest that speakers of Indo-European encountered deeply agrarian populations when they arrived in Europe, they cannot themselves have been Europe’s earliest farmers. Instead, the Indo-European speakers arrived with the wagon technology and animal husbandry characteristic of the pastoralists of the Pontic-Caspian steppe. The archaeological record of southern Scandinavia provides just the right cultural and geographic setting for the proposed linguistic contact between non-Indo-European-speaking agrarian groups and incoming speakers of Indo-European in the early third millennium B.C.E. As a result, the combined linguistic and archaeological evidence clearly favors the steppe hypothesis over the Anatolian hypothesis on the origin of the Indo-European language family.


Atlanta: Rodopi.


